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• Numerous models of the firm have demonstrated
that agency costs can be reduced by incentive compensation packages (e.g., Holmstrom [10], Jensen and
Meckling [12], Beck and Zorn [3]). These plans tie the
executive's compensation to measures of firm performance (e.g., earnings or stock price). In particular,
many companies use executive stock options as part of
the compensation package. These options allow
managers to purchase the firm's shares at any time
within a given period. In 1980, 83% of the 100 largest
companies in the U.S. had option plans (Smith and

Watts [18]). There are a number of explanations for the
use of executive stock option plans. Haugen and Senbet
[8] have argued that stock options can be used to
eliminate agency costs. Executive stock options can
also lead to increased or even excessive risk taking. The
use of stock options can also have favorable tax implications for both executives and the firm.
Empirical studies have shown that proposed changes in long-range managerial compensation plans (option, restricted stock, performance, stock appreciation
rights, and phantom stock) are met with positive share
price reactions (see Brickley, Bhagat and Lease [4],
DeFusco, Johnson and Zorn [6], and Lembgruber
[16]). Agrawal and Mandelker [2] find that variance
increasing investments are more likely to be made by
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firms with managerial compensation contracts that
have a large option component. There is also some
evidence that the firm's bonds react negatively to changes in executive stock option plans (DeFusco, Johnson,
and Zorn [6]).
Even if the impact on security holders is unambiguous at the time of plan announcement, it is unclear
how specific managerial decisions are affected by executive stock options. In particular, the longer term
effects of managerial compensation plans have only
recently been examined. For a small sample of firms,
Larcker [15] found that corporate capital investment
increased subsequent to performance plan adoption.
Lambert, Lanen, and Larcker [14] found that dividends
are reduced relative to expected dividends subsequent
to the initial adoption of executive stock options. DeFusco, Johnson and Zorn [6] found that the variance
of the firm's equity increased subsequent to changes in
executive stock option plans. Very little other empirical evidence exists concerning the effects of executive
stock options.
In this study we examine variables that appear to
have changed either as a consequence or incidental to
executive stock option plan adoption. Stock market
and accounting data are used to examine the long-term
effects of executive stock options. We examine three
general categories that would appear to be affected by
the change in stock option plans — performance
(stock market and accounting); financial (capital structure and dividend choice); and real (investment, R&D,
advertising, and general expenses).
We find that cumulative abnormal stock market
returns declined subsequent to plan adoption for approximately two-thirds of the firms in the sample.
Return on assets declined both absolutely and adjusted
for industry changes. Investments in growth opportunities, as measured by R&D intensity, declined significantly subsequent to plan adoption. Perquisite consumption — as measured by the ratio of selling,
general and administrative expenses to total assets —
significantly increased, a result that would appear to be
opposite to that suggested by agency theory.
The present study cannot identify cause and effect
and is subject to two caveats. First, the changes in
option plans that we study are clustered in the five-year
period 1978 to 1982. It is possible that the results are
at least in part due to a bad draw from the population
of outcomes. Second, it may be difficult to determine
the impact of stock options with accounting data. Accounting data, for example, may indicate the level of
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investment; however, it may not reveal much about its
nature.

I. Stock Option Plans and Managerial
Decisions
Executive stock option plans are explained typically
as tax-reducing and incentive-improving devices. The
use of stock options can also lead managers to select
more risky projects. These explanations offer some
predictions concerning managerial decisions subsequent to plan adoption. However, there is no comprehensive theory of the effects that executive stock
option plans have on specific variables. For instance,
managerial stock options might affect investment
decisions. However, it is not clear which components
of investment would be affected by executive stock
option plans. We therefore hypothesize certain ratios
that are likely to be affected by plan adoption according
to tax, incentive and risk-taking explanations.
A. Tax Effects

Executive stock option plans affect the taxes of corporations and the executive. Miller and Scholes [17]
show that a compensation package consisting of salary
and stock options can provide more after-tax payoff to
an executive than a pure salary contract.' Smith and
Watts [18], however, argue that the tax effect can explain some, but not all, of the cross-sectional variation
in the use of various compensation plans. The tax
explanation offers no prediction about post-plan changes other than higher after-tax earnings for corporations and/or managers.^
B. Incentive Effects

The most obvious explanation for executive stock
options is that they help align the interests of managers
with those of shareholders. An improvement in incentives would imply an increase in earnings and/or market
value of the firm's shares. The alignment of interests
would also result in a reduction in perquisite consumption. Accounting data, however, may not fully capture
reductions in managerial perquisite consumption. Sell'Hite and Long [9] use tax arguments to explain the shift from
qualified to nonqualified option plans in the early 1970s.
^Whether earnings or wages increase depends on how the increased
rents are shared between the firm and the managers. In a competitive
labor market only earnings will increase.
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ing, general and administrative expenses might be one
indicator of perquisite consumption.
The incentive explanation for executive stock options might also suggest that managers will allocate
more effort into the search for new investment opportunities that will increase the long-term profitability of
the firm. The increase in incentive compensation, however, could induce the payout of free cash flow for firms
that have more cash flow than positive net present
value investment opportunities (Jensen [11]). The impact on investment is ambiguous and therefore an
empirical issue. How the various components of the
investment mix might change is also an empirical issue.
We examine changes that occur in investments in
property, plant and equipment, research and development, and advertising.
C. Risk-Taking Effects

Standard option pricing theory indicates that the
value of a stock option is an increasing function of the
variance of the firm's stock price. This suggests that an
executive stock option plan motivates the manager to
increase the variability of the firm's equity returns by
investing in more rislq^ projects. This increase in risktaking need not be excessive if managers were initially
investing in projects that were too safe from the
stockholders' point of view. Under this scenario, we
would expect to observe an increase in the variability
of earnings subsequent to plan adoption. An increase
in firm variability could also be influenced by an increase in leverage (i.e., the debt to assets ratio).
Because executive stock options are not dividend
protected, the payment of dividends will result in a
decrease in the value of an executive's stock option (see
Lambert, Lanen and Larcker [14]). As a result we
would expect to see dividends decline subsequent to
plan adoption. In this paper we measure the dividend
decision with the dividend payout ratio and dividend
yields. With an increase in performance and a decline
in dividends we would expect to observe a decline in
either payouts or yields subsequent to plan adoption.

II. Data and Methodology
A comprehensive list of New York Stock Exchange
firms voting on executive stock option plans was obtained from the Exchange. The list, from 1978 to 1982,
contained the name of each firm, the shareholder meeting date, and a brief description of the plans voted
upon. The list contained 1442 firm events, representing
987 different firms.^ The majority of proxy statements.
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1240 (86%), were available on the Q-File. In addition,
115 (8%) of the proxy statements were obtained from
the SEC in Washington, D.C. We were unable to obtain
copies of 87 (6%) of the proxy statements. Three events
provided for the granting of "in the money" stock
options and were eliminated from the sample.
According to Brickley, Bhagat and Lease [4],
proposed executive compensation plan changes
presented for shareholder approval are invariably
ratified. A NYSE proxy specialist indicated that from
1979 through 1982 all proposed executive compensation plans were adopted. Plans are easily ratified, as
they only require a majority vote of the outstanding
shares to pass.
A review of the proxies revealed that not all
proposed stock option plans solely involved executive
stock options. Some of the plans contained performance unit, phantom stock, bonus and employee
savings plan elements. Many of these plans are related
to stock options. For instance, in a performance unit
plan the executive earns specially valued units at no
cost. These units are earned based on the achievement
of predetermined performance goals. In a phantom
stock plan, the executive receives units that are similar
to company shares. At some point in the future, the
executive receives the value of the stock appreciation
plus dividends.'*
Data on firm performance and financial/real
decisions were collected from the COMPUSTAT annual industrial file. Because executive stock options are
typically exercisable over a period of ten years, the
impact of stock options on managerial decision making
may not be immediately observable. As in Larcker [15],
it is important to examine changes over a number of
years. We compute firm and industry ratios for the
five-year averages surrounding the adoption of executive stock option plans. The definition of industry
membership is based on SIC codes and is presented in
Appendix A. Firm five-year average ratios are stand•'Many of the plans are extensions of existing plans and do not
constitute first-time option plans for the firms.
'*As in Brickley, Bhagat, and Lease [4] we also classify each observation as clean or contaminated. An event is considered to be clean if
the proxy statement contained no other board-sponsored agenda
item except the proposed stock option plan, the election of directors,
and the ratification of auditors. An event was considered contaminated if the proxy included any other board-sponsored agenda.
We find that none of the subsequent tests are sensitive to the inclusion of contaminated stock option plan events. We therefore
report results for the largest possible sample.
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ardized by (i.e., divided by) their
averages. Firms that made more than one increase in
executive stock option plans over the sample period,
1978-1982, were eliminated to avoid problems of overlapping pro- and post-adoption intervals. 1 his screen
reduced the sample to 562 individual firm-events. To
check for any potential selection bias, we also examine
changes that take place for those firms that made more
than one change in stock optbn plan over Ihe sample
period.
lt may be difficult to determine the impact of stock
options using accounting dalu. It is conceivable that
executive stock options eould have rca! effects that are
impossible to detect with accounting data. Accounting
data may, in a gross way, indicate the leve] of investment; however, it does not reveal much about its nature. Some investments, sueh as investments in
employee training, are treated as expendittires. More
daring marketing strategies will nol be directly observed in our data. Accounting data, however, does
permit us to examine effects on specific variables that
are otherwise unobservable.

III. Results
We examine the changes thai have occurred in risktaking, investment, and capital structure by examining
selected financial ratios. The ratios employed are fiveyear averages preceding and following the proposed
change in executive stock option plans. Variable definitions are:
(i) Return on Assets — Operating income after
depreciation divided by the book value of total
assets (ROA):
(ii) Variance of ROA — Variability in R(
five-year period before and after plan ;
(iii) Debt/Asset Ratio — (Book vai
debt)/(Book value of total deb!
equity);

or the
ion;
f lotai
value of

(iv) Dividend Payout (Yield) — Total dividends
divided by earnings (market value oi' equity);""
^The dividend payout ratio is computed only it camiog^ arc positive.
In our sample, average five-yeai earnings weie ocgalive for approximately seventy firms.
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(v) Advertising
(R&D)
Intensity — Advertising
(R&D) divided by the book value of total assets;
(vi) Property, Plant & Equipment Ratio — Capital expenditures on property pJant & equipment divided
by book value of total assets:
fv/ZJ Selling, General and Administrative Expenses
Ratio — Selling, general & administrative expenses divided by book value of total assets,

A. Industry Membership
Results for seventeen separate industry classifications for the 359 firms with data available on the COMPUTSTAT Industrial file arc presented in Exhibit 1.
Stock option plans adopted from 1978 to 1982 are
spread broadly, but not uniformly, across industries.
For instance, 66 adoptions occurred in business equipment, while 36 adoptions occurred in finance, and 18
in utilities. Other regularities are apparent. For example, finance companies and utilities have higher
debt ratios. COMPUSTAT does not report outlays for
research and development for these firms.

B. Performance
in this section the changes that occurred in firm
accounting performance as measured by return on assets and its variability are reported. The median values
for absolute performance and industry-adjusted (the
ratio of firm to industry) performance before and after
plan adoption are presented in Exhibit 2. In absolute
terms, the average five-year return on assets declined
from 12.45% to 8.63%. On an industry adjusted basis.
firm profitability declined from an average of 102% of
the industry average to 92';'^' of the industr)- average.'^
The decline in industry-adjusted profitability is highly
significant (Wilcoxon Z = -4.15). •^•^ In addition to the
''[t is possihlc that the resulis could be aitribuied to ihe rcl^iive size
of firms thai announce option plans. The decline in relative
profitability is als(5 evident for two subsamples that contain iirms
larger and smaller than iheir respective industry iivcraac ranked b\
total assets.
See Coiiover [5, p 206| tor a disL'ussion oi Ihe Wilcoxon matched
r^ sign rank test.
^Our sample selection proeediirc eliminated firms ihai made more
Shan one increase in slock option plans during the sample period, it
is conceivable that firms which had only one stock option plan change
performed poorly relative to tho!:;e with multiple changes. We examined relative return on assets for those films that made multiple
changes and find resulis consisicni with our sample.
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Exhibit 1. Industn-- Membership
Executive Slock Opti^;

Iccied Characlcrislics in the Five-Year Period Preceding ihe Change in
, for a Sample of NYSE Firms, 1978-1982
I'ive-vear averages

industry
Food
Apparel
tJrugs
Retail
Durables
Autos
Construction
Finance
Utilities
Iransportation
Business equipment
Chemicals
Metal prod.
Metal ind.
Minitig
Oil
Miscellaneous

Sales"

19

;,-22
334
1,4%
2,212
[.!64
7-609
70S
94S
1.601
2,027
l.illO
i.777
283
i.679
i74
1 ,-^49
64S

Return
on assets
0-16
0.10
0-17
0.13
o.i.s
0.11
0-10
0-07
O.iO
0.11
0.15
0.14
0.15
0.10
0.13
0.14
0,!4

Debt ratio
0.47
0.68
0.37
0.54
0.45
(!,5*'
0,58
(*,83
0,65
0.5')
0.34
(f,45
(f,47
0.59
li.4b
(L\s
(W

Dividends
10 earnings
DAI
0.15
11.22
UA^
0.J5
0.23
O.!7
0,15
0.26
0.15
IJ.15
0.18
0,13
u.22
0.23
0.16
0.17

R&D
intensity
U,OI
U.OI
l),03
0.01
(i.O3
0,03
0,02
n/n
n/a
U.(),"i

0,0.^^
0-02
0-02
0.0 i
0-01
0.01
0.02

'' Measured in millions oi'ddliars

decline in profitability, we also find J significant increase in the variability of return on assets (Wilcoxon
Z — 4.43) following the change in ^tock option plans.
The increase in the variability of refurn on assets is
consistent with other studies that tind an increase in
implicit share price variance following the change in
option plans (see DeFiisco. Johnsi)n. and Zorn [6]).
We also separately tested for changes in these performance measures for regulated rirm*> (finance companies and utilities). For these two regulated industry
groupings, return on assets declined significantly (WileoxonZ = -2.09)while itsvariabilin increased,bulwas
only marginally significant (VViicoxon Z ^ 1.79).
The decline in relati\c accoiiniieg profitability appears to contradict earlier study findings of a positive
stock market reaction (tn the days unrounding plan
announcement. A possible expianaiiisn is that the
market has anticipated this decline but investors
believe that the adoption of excculive stock options
will increase firm perf(5rma!ice above prior expectations. If this is the case W'e should not expect to sec any
decline in abnormal firm performance subsequent to
plan adoption.*^ To examine this issue further, we collected excess return data from ihc CRSP Excess
Returns file for the five-year period lollowing the

'We thank James l!rickle> ioi this

change in option plan.'" Cumulative abnormal returns
are computed for the one, two, three, four and five-year
periods subsequent to t,he change in plan. On average,
we find a decline in the cumulative abnormal performance for the eomplcte sample of 359 firms. The one.
two, three, four and five-year cumulative abnormal
returns following the change in stock option plans are
-6.66%, -i4.i7'>r, -18.58%, -25.89% and -29.41%.
None of these measures are signifieant using standard
;-tests. We also find that, relative to each firm's industry, cumulative abnormal returns over the five-year
period subsequent to the change in the stock option
plan also decline. I'he one, two, three, four and fiveyear industry-adjusted eumuiative abnormal returns
are -3.18%^. -7.86%. -10.05%. ^i3.85%' and -14.65%.
Apparently some, but not ali, of the decline in abnormal returns is accounted for by deelines in industry
performance. None of the industry-adjusted abnormal
returns are significantly different from zero using
standard /-tests.
Approximately two-thirds of the firms had negative
cumulative abnormal returns (absolute and industry•'Oaily excess reiurn,s are computed as the adual daily return minus
the daily return on a comrol pon tolii) w ith a sunilar Seholcs-Williams
beta coeiiieient. CRSP updates beias annually. See Asquiih and
Miillins [ 1] for luriher discussion of the CRSP excess returns iile.
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Exhibit 2. Changes in Firm Charact(
ofNYSE Firms. 1978-19

and After Executive Stoek Option Plan Changes for the Sample

Katio

Unadjusted Median
Alter
Before

Return on assets
Variance ol ROA
Debt/asset ratio''
DivideniJ payout
Dividend yield
Advcrtisitig intensity
R&D intensity
Property, plant & equipment expend, ntiuSelling, general & admin, expenses ratio

12,45
0.1106
52.21
14.60
3.5(1
2.04
4.13
8.(11
23.02

8.63
().0(W
51.SO
20.9.5
3.01
2.06
3,72
23.72

Industry.•Xdjusled Median
Beiore
Alter
1,02
3.76
0.44
0.8()
U,7I
1.14
1.(14
0.89
0 2?

{)M2

4.63
0.46
D.W
0.7')
1.U4
0.8(i
0.87
0,24

Wilcoxon Z''
-4.15'
4.43'
3.64*
4.44'3.37*
-0.67
-4,38'
-1.34
4.01-

•'Sample sizes vary due lo availability ofdiuii on (X')M!H. STAT.
''Nonparametric Wilcoxon matched-jsairs sign rarsk sesi oi wlicther industry iidjusted average changed following change in executive stoek option
plan.
equity is used in place of market value of equity. For this ratio, the medians, prior to and
T h e debt ratio remains unchanged it' book value
following plan change (industry in jiarenShcses) at 19X7 {(198) and 18.87 (0.98). The changes are insignificantly tlifferent from zero.
Signilieani at the 5'^4: level.

adjusted) for each yearly perii)
iicoxon nonparametrie sign test ean be uset
lellier or not
these firms could have had negative i:
cumulative returns by chance. "We find that te dccHne in
absolute and industry-adjusted cumak ve abnormal
returns are significantly different from
! the 5%
level. The persistent deeline in cumuh
abnormal
returns over the five-year penod to
lan adoption is paradoxical given the
market
reaction to ehanges in stoek option plans.
muzzling
that ihose firms that ehange managerial
option
plans on average perform po<'sriy. The
in profitability eould be attributed lo a h lid draw from
the earnings distribution. For instance, firms that invested in high variance projects tended U) do poorly in
the 198()s. The doeumented inerease in earnings and
stoek market volatiiitv is eonsistenl with this notion.

C. Financial
In this section we examine
lat have oceurred in the debt ratio, dividend
ratio and
dividend yield. For the fui
e, a sig ficant inerease in the debt to asset, divi
ratio and
dividend yield is reported in Exhibit 2. t-o regulated
firms, the debt to asset ratio significantlyV increases
(Z =2.31) while both dividend
rise slightly
(both Zv < 1.50). For the full sam|
d the set of

regulated firms the debt ratio remains unchanged if the
book value of assets is used in piaee of its market value
counterpart.
The inerease in the debl ratio (with market value of
assets) is consistent with the previously documented
inerease in risk. The increase in dividend payout and
yield is surprising given ihat the value of long-term
stoek options are likely to be maximized with a lowpayout ratio. If managers attempt to maintain a stable
dividend poliey in the face of falling profits or declining
stoek prices, an inerease in the payout ratio and yield
would result.
D. Real
In this section the changes that have oeeurred in
ratios that capture real asset decisions made by the firm
are examined. The ratios examined are expenditures on
property, plant and equipment to total assets (book
value). R&D and advertising intensity, and the ratio of
selling, general and administrative expenses to total
assets (book value). The property, plant and equipment expenditure ratio is an indieator of ihe firm's
investment policy. R&D and advertising intensity are
indicators of long-term investment in growth opportunities and marketing strategies. The selling, genera!
and administrative expenses ratio is employed as a
weak indicator for perquisite consumption. Because
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these ratios are computed rehiiivc to the i">ok value of
assets we do not expeet them lo be -;e •jitive to the
behavior of earnings.
One of the striking findings (?f el tiiges in real firm
decisions, reported in Exhibit 2, is t e relative deeline
in research anddeveiopment intcnsi vMind the increase
in selling, genera! and administraii^ ; expenses. In Exhibit 2, we observe that
deelincd by
approximately 24% (L(>4 versus 0.8 '>e]ovv pre-option ehange levels, while selling,
and administrative expenses inereased a
imateiv 1%
(0.23 versus 0.24). Expenditures on f
1y, plant and
equipment as well as advertising
;ity deelined
slightly (both Zs < -1.40). We do
'ind any signifieant changes in advertising i
:xpenditures
for property, plant and eqiiipme
ling, general
and administrative expenses for
firms.
The documented decline in Rt^
and the
slight increase in selling, generai
administrative
expenses seems puzzling. Lam ber
shows that the
conflict of interest between
arehoiders
ean lead to either an uiiderinvest
overinvcst"
ment in risky projects. Intuitive I would appear that
selling, general and administrative expenses should
decrease following an increase in inceoilve stock options. There docs not appear to be an> obvious tax or
ehange in aeeounting lechniques that would account
for the observed ehanges in selling expenses. The
predicted ehange in sel 1 ing expenses may nol be observable because we cannot dircctiy measure components
of the accounting numbers. The increase in selling.
general and administrative
might represent
the increased efforts by
to control costs.
However, these explanations are
•]cnia!ie given the
previously eited decline in
'ket porformance
following plan adoption

IV. Conclusions
in this paper, changes in inariageria! decisions associated with increases in executive stock option plans
were examined. The sample consists of all firms on the
NYSE (with data available on CT)MFi;S TAT) proposing changes in incentive stock ()pU(!ns plans between
1978 and 1982, Accounting ratios v^ere grouped into
three categories: performance, financial and real. Performanee variables included return on assets and the
variance of return on assets. The financial ratios were
the debt to asset ratio, the dividend payout ratio and
dividend yield. Real variables were dcfnied to be advertising and research and development hitcnsity, proper-
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ty, plant and equipment expenditure ratio, and the
selling, general and administrative expenses ratio.
Previous studies have doeumented a positive stock
market reaction to changes in incentive compensation
plans. The specific changes that such plans induce
remain unclear. There is weak evidence, supported in
this study, that these plan changes induce increased risk
taking. The variance of earnings increases subsequent
to the adoption of such plans. Other results are puzzling.
The dividend payout ratio increased while the debt
ratio deereased. These results appear to be driven by a
deeiine in profitability that, on average, occurred in the
five-year period following the change in option plan. It
is somewhat surprising that the sample of firms that
inereased incentive stock option plans should experience earnings declines relative to their industries.
They also, on average, experienced long-term declines
in cumulative abnormal returns.
Firms proposing ehanges in managerial stock options experienced a statistically significant decline in
expenditures on R&D. and an increase in selling,
general and administrative expenses. These changes
appear to be contrary to what would be implied by
agency theory and cannot be explained by the decline
in earnings. The limitations of the study preelude a
causal link between plan changes and the observed
changes in aeeounting numbers. Executive stock options could have real effects that are impossible to
detect utilizing accounting information. Accounting
data may indicate the level of investment but it may not
reveal mueh about its nature. The results, however, are
intriguing and warrant further research.
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Appendix A
We use the following industry definitions employed by Fama and French [7].
industry

SIC Codes

Food
Apparel
Drugs
Retail
Durables
Aulos
Construction
Finance
Utilities
Transportation
Business equipment
Chemicals
Metal products
Metal industries
Mining
Oil
Miscellaneous

100-299,2000-2099,5140-3159.5191
2200-2399. 3140-3149, 5130-51.39
2100-2199.2830-2849, 5122, 5194
5230-5999
2500-2599. 3000-3099, 3172, 3630-3669, 3860-3949. 3960-3969, 5020-5029, 5040-5049, 5064. 5094-5099
3710-37J9. 3792.5010-5019
500-1799. 2400-2499. 2850-2859, 2952,3200-3299. 3420-3439, 5030-5039, 5070-5075, 5198. 5211
6000-699'J
4900-4999
3720-3789, 3790. 3799.40(K)-4799
3500-3629, 367(^3699. 3800-3859, 3y50-3959, 5060-5069. 5078-5089
2800-2829. 2860-289'J. 5160-5169
3410-3419. 3440-3449. 5080-5089
3300-3399
l(K)0-1299, 1400-1499, 5050-5059
1300-1399. 291(1-2919, 5170-5179
600-2799. 2990-2999. 3110-3119, 3190-3199, 3980-3999, 4800-4899, 5090, 5093, 51 !0-.5119, 5199. 70008999, 9'» IK 999'*

